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This study reports the experimental observation and analysis of self-biased magnetoelectric �ME�
effect in three-phase laminates. The 2–2 L-T mode laminates were fabricated by attaching nickel
�Ni� plates and ME particulate composite plates having 3–0 connectivity with
0.948Na0.5K0.5NbO3–0.052LiSbO3 �NKNLS� matrix and Ni0.8Zn0.2Fe2O4 �NZF� dispersant. The
presence of two types of ferromagnetic materials, Ni and NZF, results in built-in magnetic bias due
to difference in their magnetic susceptibilities and coercivity. This built-in bias �Hbias� provides finite
ME effect at zero applied magnetic dc field. The ME response of bending mode trilayer laminate
NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF in off-resonance and on-resonance conditions was shown to be
mathematical combination of the trilayers with configuration NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF and
NKNLS/Ni/NKNLS representing contributions from magnetic interaction and bending strain.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3493154�

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroic magnetoelectric �ME� materials have coex-
istence of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic order which makes
them attractive for magnetic field sensors, tunable transform-
ers, and memory devices.1–5 It is well known that ME effect
in 3–0 particulate composites is small but 2–2 laminate com-
posites have been shown to provide giant enhancement in the
magnitude of ME coefficient by optimizing the properties of
individual piezoelectric and magnetostrictive phases.6,7 ME
coefficient is dependent upon the magnetoelastic and elasto-
electric interactions and is favored in composites with high
elastic compliance. Most of the reported ME composites in
literature require magnetic dc bias to invoke piezomagnetic
response and only recently, Mandal et al. demonstrated self-
biased laminate composites where ME response at zero field
was correlated with presence of flexural deformation in a
compositionally graded structure.8–10 However, this method
of generating self-bias is dependent upon the composition
grading and requires special synthesis process. Our research
has been focused on finding a methodology where we can
achieve self-biasing by just changing the electrical connec-
tions with regular laminate composites. In this study, we re-
port the success in demonstrating the self-biased ME effect
in three-phase laminates having “sandwich” structure, with
Ni embedded between the 0.8�0.948 Na0.5

K0.5NbO3–0.052 LiSbO3�−0.2�Ni0.8Zn0.2Fe2O4� �NKNLS-
NZF� ME particulate composite layers. This three-phase
composite consists of lead-free materials which is critical for
the applications.11–14

II. EXPERIMENTAL

0.948 Na0.5K0.5NbO3–0.052 LiSbO3 �NKNLS� and
Ni0.8Zn0.2Fe2O4 �NZF� ceramics were synthesized by mixed
oxide sintering method.13,15 NKNLS-NZF/Ni bilayer and

NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF trilayer laminates were fabri-
cated by bonding Ni plates with dimension of 15
�15 mm2 with NKLNS-NZF disks of diameter 10 mm, us-
ing epoxy with curing temperature of 80 °C. Each layer had
a thickness of 0.5 mm and the ME composite operated in
L-T mode. Magnetic properties of the laminate were mea-
sured by using vibrating sample magnetometer �VSM 7304,
Lake Shore Cryotronics�. The impedance spectrum of the
laminates was measured by an LCR meter �HP4194A, USA�.
ME voltage constants of the laminates were measured by
applying dc bias magnetic field with Hac=1 Oe at 1 kHz.16

The voltage induced on the laminates was monitored by us-
ing a lock-in amplifier.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the M-H curves for NZF particles and Ni
plates. NZF particles had saturation magnetization �Ms� of
64.6 emu/g under an applied magnetic field of 3000 Oe. The
magnetic susceptibility ��� was calculated to be 3.3
�10−2 emu /g Oe in the magnetic field range of ��1000�–
1000 Oe, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. Nickel plates were found to
posses the saturation magnetization �Ms� of 50.2 emu/g at an
applied magnetic field of 4000 Oe. The magnetic suscepti-
bility ��� was calculated to be 1.6�10−2 emu /g Oe in the
magnetic field range of ��1000�–1000 Oe, as shown in Fig.
1�a�. Using Fig. 1�b�, the coercive field �Hc� of NZF particles
was found to be 5 Oe and the Hc for Ni was found to be 14
Oe. The remnant magnetizations �Mr� for Ni and NZF par-
ticles was of the same amplitude, 0.29 emu/g. These results
indicate that the composite fabricated by using Ni and NZF
phase will have built-in bias field �Hbias� which is related to
difference in the magnitude of susceptibility and coercivity.

Figure 2 shows the ME voltage coefficient ��E� for bi-
layer and trilayer laminates. All the measurements in this
figure were conducted at 1 kHz. It can be seen in Fig. 2�a�
that NKNLS-NZF/Ni bilayer had maximum �E of
166 mV /cm Oe at an applied magnetic dc bias of 120 Oea�Electronic mail: spriya@vt.edu.
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and remanant ME coefficient �ER of 30 mV /cm Oe at zero
magnetic dc bias. It should be noted here that in these struc-
tures, Ni plays three roles, as: �i� it acts as electrode, �ii� it
induces bending modes in the composite at low frequencies
by lowering the overall stiffness, and �iii� it magnetically
couples with the NZF phase. In bilayer, there is structural
asymmetry and mismatch of coercive force induced by dif-
ferences in � and Hc of two ferromagnetic materials given by
Hbias. This asymmetry is further enhanced at higher magnetic
dc bias owing to mismatch in the magnetostrictive strain of
NZF and Ni. Thus, the ME response is summation of three
effects, one related to the Hbias, second related to the result-
ant of applied magnetic dc bias field �Happl� and Hbias given
as �H� appl+H� bias which is frequency dependent term, and
third related to structural asymmetry which induces bending
modes. The bending strain is also frequency dependent term.
The data in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c� further strengthens this argu-
ment. Figure 2�b� shows that NKNLS/Ni bilayer exhibited

maximum �E of 120 mV /cm Oe at an applied magnetic dc
bias of 150 Oe without any �ER. The low �E and zero �ER

could be related to absence of magnetic interaction between
Ni and NZF. A comparison of Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� indicates
that hysteresis is related to the magnetic interaction between
Ni and NZF. The NZF phase was absent in Fig. 2�b� and the
ME behavior was similar to that obtained for conventional
laminates with linear response. The magnitude of �E for
NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF trilayer exhibited maximum
�E of 385 mV /cm Oe at an applied magnetic dc bias of 96
Oe without any �ER as shown in Fig. 2�c�. This configuration
in Fig. 2�c� will be referred to as “radial-mode trilayer
�RMT�.” High �E of trilayer and zero �ER was related to
structural symmetry which reduces in-plane strain and maxi-
mizes the out-of-plane strain.8 The peak position in this
curve corresponds with the maximum in gradient of the mag-
netostriction versus magnetic dc bias curve. Please note the
electrical connection in Fig. 2�c� which will generate charge

FIG. 1. �Color online� M-H curves for NZF particles and Ni plates, �a� saturated magnetic hysteresis loops under high field and �b� exploded view in the low
field region.

FIG. 2. �Color online� ME voltage coefficients ��E� for various laminates, �a� NKNLS-NZF/Ni bilayer, �b� NKNLS/Ni bilayer, �c� NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-
NZF RMT, �d� NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF BMT, and �e� NKNLS/Ni/NKNLS trilayer.
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on the piezoelectric layer due to symmetric deformation in
top and bottom layer. In contrast, Fig. 2�d� shows the ME
response of NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF trilayer compos-
ite with modified electric connections to excite the bending
mode, and will be referred as “bending mode trilayer
�BMT�.” In this case, there was clear hysteresis in the for-
ward and backward sweep of ME response with zero-cross
over points. The region defined by −50�Hdc�50 Oe repre-
sents the switchable states by changing the applied dc bias.
In the forward sweep, the minimum in �E was found to occur
at �16.6 mV /cm Oe and maxima was found at
�20 mV /cm Oe. In the backward sweep, the maxima was
found at 23.1 mV /cm Oe with minimum occurring at
�10 mV /cm Oe. The magnitude of �ER was
11.78 mV /cm Oe at zero dc bias. BMT has clear �ER as
well as two zero-cross over points at magnetic dc bias of
17.7 and 92.8 Oe. The behavior was not exactly symmetric
in the positive and negative quadrants of applied magnetic
field with slight shift toward negative Y-axis. We think that
this shift is related to the magnitude of �H� appl+H� bias which
may have different magnitude during the forward and back-
ward sweep depending upon the alignment of H� appl with
H� bias.

In order to understand the ME response of Fig. 2�d�, we
present data on BMT without any NZF phase. Figure 2�e�
shows the ME response of NKNLS/Ni/NKNLS trilayer with-
out any NZF. A maximum �E of 15.5 mV /cm Oe was ob-
tained at magnetic dc bias field of 72 Oe without any �ER.
Further, the magnitude of �E was quite small as compared to
ME behavior shown for RMT. This result clearly shows that
interaction between NZF and Ni is important to achieve high
�E and finite �ER with zero-cross over points. This also con-
firms our hypothesis that BMT ME response is governed by

�H� appl+H� bias. Higher magnitude of �ER in Fig. 2�a� has some
contribution from the lower stiffness of the bilayer structure.
In order to illustrate the role of radial and bending vibration
modes, we show the impedance and phase spectra in Ref. 17
�Fig. S1� for bilayer and trilayer laminates under a small
applied ac electric field. It was found that NKNLS-NZF/Ni
bilayer exhibited resonance peaks at 17.2, 35.9, and 55.8
kHz which were related to bending modes. NKNLS/Ni bi-
layer exhibited resonance peaks at 18.9, 38.9, and 60.0 kHz
which were related to bending modes due to structural asym-
metry. This structure represents the conventional unimorph.
However, NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF RMT did not ex-
hibit any peaks in the same range. The impedance measure-
ments indicate that RMT composite had dominant radial
mode at low frequencies. BMT exhibited low frequency
resonance peaks at 18.4, 22.2, 40.9, 55.8, and 58.3 kHz.
BMT without any NZF, given by NKNLS/Ni/NKNLS also
exhibited resonance peaks at 18.8, 22.5, 41.3, and 58.8 kHz.
Thus, both the BMT composites shown in Figs. 2�d� and
2�e�, exhibited bending resonance peaks but only the struc-
ture shown in Fig. 2�d� had the self-bias magnetic response
with zero-cross over points. This result confirms that the self-
biased ME effect has prime contribution from the magnetic
interaction between the NZF and Ni, or Hbias.

Figure 3 shows the variation in �E for bilayer and
trilayer laminates as a function of frequency from 0.1 to 60
kHz. ME response of NKNLS-NZF/Ni bilayer is shown in
Fig. 3�a�, exhibiting peaks at bending mode frequencies of
17.2, 17.8, and 35.9 kHz under applied magnetic dc bias of
Happl=120 Oe with an superimposed ac magnetic field of 1
Oe. Figure 3�b� shows that NKNLS/Ni bilayer without any
NZF phase exhibited peaks at bending mode frequencies of
16.0 and 38.9 kHz under applied magnetic dc bias of Happl

FIG. 3. �Color online� ME voltage coefficients ��E� for bilayer and trilayer laminates as a function of frequency from 0.1 to 60 kHz, �a� NKNLS-NZF/Ni
bilayer, �b� NKNLS/Ni bilayer, �c� NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF RMT, �d� NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF bending-mode laminate, and �e� NKNLS/Ni/
NKNLS trilayer.
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=150 Oe with an superimposed ac magnetic field of 1 Oe. In
comparison to Fig. 3�a�, the ME peak near 35 kHz was re-
duced significantly in the absence of NZF. Thus, the ME
peak at 35.9 kHz in Fig. 3�a� is related to both magnetic
interaction between Ni and NZF, and bending related to
structural asymmetry. ME response of the RMT composite
remained almost constant over the whole frequency range at
magnetic dc bias of Happl=96 Oe as shown in Fig. 3�c�. The
magnitude of applied dc bias was determined from the ME
peak obtained in Fig. 2 for the corresponding laminate struc-
tures. ME response of BMT exhibited peaks at frequencies of
17.0, 18.2, 21.9, and 40.6 kHz under applied magnetic dc
bias of Happl=34 Oe, and 17.0, 18.2, 21.9, 40.2, and 55.7
kHz under magnetic dc bias of Happl=145 Oe as shown in
Fig. 3�d�. Near 40.6 kHz, the ME response at magnetic dc
bias of Happl=34 Oe was higher than that at magnetic dc
bias of Happl=145 Oe. Further near 55.8 kHz, there is a peak
in ME response at magnetic dc bias of Happl=145 Oe which
was not observed at magnetic dc bias of Happl=34 Oe. This
result shows that in BMT composite the magnitude of Hbias

changes with frequency and confirms the hypothesis that the
magnitude of summation �H� appl+H� bias determines the mag-
nitude of �E. The ME response of BMT without any NZF
phase exhibited peaks at frequencies of 18.5, 23.3, 41.5, and

59.5 kHz under magnetic dc bias of Happl=72 Oe, as shown
in Fig. 3�e�. These peak ME frequencies are related to bend-
ing only, quite similar to that obtained for BMT with NZF
phase at Hdc=145 Oe in Fig. 3�d�. Therefore, we can deter-
mine that magnetic interaction dominates the ME response in
BMT with NZF phase at Hdc=35 Oe and bending strain
dominates the ME response in BMT with NZF phase at
Hdc=134 Oe.

Figure 4 shows the ME voltage coefficient for BMT as a
function of magnetic dc bias at frequencies of 0.1, 10, 40.6,
and 55.7 kHz under applied ac magnetic field of 1 Oe. At the
nonresonance frequencies of 0.1 and 10 kHz, BMT has small
remanant �ER and two zero-cross over points of �E, as
shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. Further, at frequency of 10
kHz, BMT has wider hysteresis area than that of BMT at the
frequency of 0.1 kHz. At the resonance frequency of 40.6
kHz in Fig. 4�c�, BMT has high remanant �ER of
147.3 mV /cm Oe and one zero-cross over point of �E. This
data illustrates that increased ME coefficient at low dc bias
magnetic field of 34.5 Oe leads to one zero-cross over point
of �E by reducing relative change in ME coefficient at high
dc bias magnetic field of 134.2 Oe. At the resonance fre-
quency of 59.5 kHz, BMT has remanant �ER of
24.4 mV /cm Oe and one zero-cross over point of �E, as

FIG. 4. ME voltage coefficients ��E� for bending mode NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF trilayer as a function of magnetic dc bias field at frequencies of �a� 0.1
kHz, �b� 10 kHz, �c� 40.6 kHz, and �d� 55.7 kHz.
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shown in Fig. 4�d�. It also illustrates that increased ME co-
efficient at magnetic dc bias of 169.3 Oe leads to only one
zero-cross over point of �E. This figure clearly shows the
promise of this structure in providing the possible electri-
cally tuned memory states, and leads us to the possibility of
designing a magnetic field controlled memristor element.

The ME response of BMT as a function of frequency can
be explained by using the measured values of �E for the
NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF BMT and NKNLS/Ni/
NKNLS BMT laminates. Figures 5�a�–5�c� summarizes the
role of magnetic interaction and bending strain on the hys-
teresis in ME voltage coefficients ��E�. Figures 2�d� and 2�e�
show the measured values of �E for NKNLS-NZF/Ni/
NKNLS-NZF BMT and NKNLS/Ni/NKNLS trilayer. Please
note that the structure in Fig. 2�d� has NZF phase so there is
magnetic interaction with Ni, while that in Fig. 2�e� does not
have any NZF phase. Besides this difference, the electrical
connections and layer dimensions are exactly similar in both
the cases. Comparing Figs. 2�d� and 2�e�, one can immedi-
ately notice that ME hysteretic response requires the pres-
ence of magnetic interaction. Subtracting the magnitude of
ME coefficient in Fig. 2�e� ��bending strain� from that in Fig.

2�d� ��bending strain+Hbias
�, we can delineate the contribution

arising from the magnetic interaction, or ��Hbias� as shown in
Fig. 5�a�. Next, we try to understand the role of Hbias by
increasing its contribution to the overall ME response. Figure
5�b� plots the ME coefficient given as �low-frequency

= ��bending strain+Hbias
+0.5�Hbias

�, which resembles the data
shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� at low frequencies. This indi-
cates that by increasing the contribution related to magnetic
interaction in proportion to that from bending strain, high
remnant �ER and narrow hysteresis near zero dc bias can be
induced. Figure 5�c� plots the ME coefficient given as
�high-frequency= ��bending strain+Hbias

+2.5�bending strain�, which re-
sembles the behavior obtained at resonance frequency of
55.7 kHz as shown in Fig. 4�d�. These calculations show that
a linear relation between the contributions from the magnetic
interaction and bending strain leads to emergence of rema-
nant �ER and zero-cross over point of �E. The increase in
contribution from the bending strain leads to increase in the
magnitude of �E and suppresses the peaks at higher magnetic
dc bias. As a result, the BMT’s hysteresis and remnant �ER

with first cross over point of �E dominantly depend on mag-

FIG. 5. ME voltage coefficients ��E� calculated by using measured values of NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-NZF ��bending strain+Hbias
� and NKNLS/Ni/NKNLS

��bending strain� trilayer, �a� ��Hbias�, �b� �low-frequency= ��bending strain+Hbias
+0.5�Hbias

�, and �c� �high-frequency= ��bending strain+Hbias
+2.5�bending strain�.
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netic interaction. On the other hand, bending strain is impor-
tant for high magnitude of �E at higher dc bias with second
cross over point.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we report self-biased ME effects in lead-
free three-phase laminates. The laminates consist of one pi-
ezoelectric phase and two ferromagnetic phases which
couple with each other through differences in susceptibilities
and coercive field. The self-biased ME response of NKNLS-
NZ/Ni/NKNLS-NZF trilayer laminates was shown to be
combination of ME behavior of NKNLS-NZF/Ni/NKNLS-
NZF BMT and NKNLS/Ni/NKNLS trilayer composites.
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